Abstract. Let n and k be fixed integers such that n > 1 and 0 < k < n . Let 5£ and s£ denote the fc-dimensional universal pseudo-boundary and the k-dimensional universal pseudo-interior in R" , respectively. The aim of this paper is to prove that B£ is homeomorphic to 5™ if and only if s£ is homeomorphic to s1? if and only if n = m or n , m > 2k + 1 .
Introduction
Let n and k be fixed integers such that n > 1 and 0 < k < n. In addition, let Jtk" denote the collection of "tame" at most A:-dimensional compacta in R" (for precise definitions, see §2). In [10] , Geoghegan and Summerhill proved that there exists an ^"-absorber. This is the "A:-dimensional universal pseudo-boundary in R" " and we denote it by Bk . The A:-dimensional universal pseudo-interior sk is the complement of B"_k_{ in R" . The aim of this paper is to prove that Bk is homeomorphic to Bk if and only if n = m or n, m > 2k + 1.
Preliminaries: Part 1
If A is a space then %f(X) denotes the group of autohomeomorphisms of X ; let 1a-or 1 stand for the identity. Let ^ be a collection of subsets of X. We say that mappings /, g: Y -* X are %-close if for each y e Y with f(y) t¿ g(y) there is a U e %/ containing both f(y) and g(y). An element h e %?(X) is called a W-push if there is an isotopy 77 : X x 7 -> X that is limited by ^ and that satisfies 770 = 1 and Hx = h (77 is limited by % means that every path {77,(x) : t e 1} is either a singleton or is contained in some element of IS). If A is a closed subset of X and ^ an open cover of X\A then %■ is called a normal cover rel A if for each a e A and each neighbourhood F of a in A there is a W of a such that St(W, í¿) ç V , cf.
[11, 1.4.12] . If the continuous map / : X\A -> X\A is ^-close to 1 where W is normal rel .4 then fölA is also continuous. Let n and A be fixed integers with the properties n > 1 and 0 < k < n .
2.1. Definition. Jfkn consists of all compact subsets of -S of R" that have the following property: if P is a subpolyhedron of R" (i.e. the underlying set of a simplicial complex in R") with dimension at most n -k -1 and ^ is a collection of open subsets of R" that covers SnP then there exists a ^-push h of R" with h(S)r\P = 0. In addition, aJfkn is the collection of all countable unions of elements of Jfk .
Intuitively, Jfk is the collection of "tame" at most A-dimensional compacta in R" . Note that if P is an at most A:-dimensional compact subpolyhedron of R" then by a general position argument we find that F e Jik . Let Nk be the A>dimensional Nöbeling space in R" , i.e. N¡¡ is the set of all points in R" for which at most k coordinates are rational. The collection Jfkn can be characterized as follows (see [7, Lemma 1.10] ).
2.2. Lemma. Jfkn = {f(S): f e ¿T(R") and S is a compactum in A£} . D 2.3. Definition. An element of aJfk is called an Jfkn-absorber if for every S e Jtkn and every collection % of open subsets of R" there is an he W(W) that is ^-close to 1 while moreover h(S n U 2Q ç A .
Geoghegan and Summerhill have shown in [10] that there exists an Jfknabsorber. This is the k-dimensional universal pseudo-boundary in R" and we denote it by Bk . The k-dimensional pseudo-interior sk is the complement of K-k-\ inR"-We now sketch the construction of Bk . In essence, Bk is a countable union of Menger compacta which are constructed by the "middle third" method. Define for i -0, 1,2,... , K,■ = {(m+l/2)3~l : m an integer} and let & be the group of homeomorphisms of R" that correspond to coordinate permutations.
We denote the open e-ball with respect to the max metric in R" by UE. Define for m e N the following closed subsets of R" oo Am = R"\U [J Q(f7i3-,-m(^+1 xR"-*"1)).
i'=0 aeâ" Then the set B£ = Um=i Am is an ^"-absorber.
For details, see Geoghegan and Summerhill [10] and Dijkstra [7] .
We have the following important property for absorbers, see [15, 16] .
Lemma. If S is an element of aJtk , % a collection of open sets in R"
and A is an Jfkn-absorber then there exists an h e ß^(W), %-close to 1, such
If in addition S is itself an Jfk -absorber then we can replace (I) by (2) h(^An\J^ =Sn\J&. □
Observe that this lemma states that absorbers are "unique," i.e. if A and B are ^"-absorbers then there exists an h e ß?(R"), which can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1, such that h(A) = B.
We need the following thinness property.
2.5. Lemma. If S e oJfkn and R e oJ?£_k_x then there is an h e Jf(Rn), which can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1, such that h(S) n 7? = 0. Proof. If P is a compact subpolyhedron of R" and %? is an open covering of R" then a ^-regular neighbourhood of P is a regular neighbourhood A of P such that for any compactum F in R"\F there is a ^-push h of R" with h(F) n A = 0, cf. [9, §3] .
The absorbers Bk and Bnn_k_x are constructed in [10] as countable unions of Menger compacta, standardly imbedded according to the "middle third" method. The procedure in [10, p. 153] , representing the Menger compacta as intersections of regular neighbourhoods of polyhedra, shows that for every Menger compactum Mk in Bk and open covering ^ of R" there is a kdimensional subpolyhedron F of R" and a ^-regular neighbourhood U of P that contains M¡¡. Of course we have a similar statement for the Menger compacta AF"_fc_, that form B^_k_l.
It is now easy to show that each such Mk be pushed away from each such M"_k_x. Let ^ be an open covering of R" . Select polyhedra P and Q in R" with ^-regular neighbourhoods U and V, respectively, such that Af£ ç U, M"_k_x c V, dim F = k and dimQ = n -k -1. By general position there is a i^-push a of R" with the property a(P) n Q = 0. Since F is a ^-regular neighbourhood there is a ^-push ß of R" such that ßoa(P) n V = 0. On the other hand
Pna~xoß-x(V) = 0 yields the existence of a ^-push g with U n y o a~x o ß~x (V) -0. So yoa~xoß-x isa St2(^)-push of R" with M¡¡nyoa-1 oß~l(M^_k_i) = 0.
Let {A¡ : i e N} be the collection of Menger compacta that form Bk , let {B¡: j e N} be the collection of Menger compacta that form B"_k_{ and let {(in, jn)'-n £ N} enumerate N x N. By a standard induction procedure it is possible to construct a sequence (h")" in X(R") such that h" pushes h"-x ° • • • ohx(Ain) away from BJn and keeping it disjoint from it in the limit, while moreover h -lim,.-^ K o • • • o hx is a homeomorphism of R" which is arbitrarily close to the identity. Consequently, h(Bk)nBn_k_x = 0 . Observing that by Lemma 2.4 B£ can absorb every element of o^k and B%_kl can absorb every element of oJf"_k_x , we find the statement of Lemma 2.5 . D 2.6. Lemma. If S is a Gg-subset of R" which contains 7?£ then Rn\S e <*~*U-t ■ Proof. Observe that the complement of the Nöbeling space N^_k_{ is a countable union of A>dimensional simplices in R" and as such an element of oJik . According to Lemma 2.4 we may therefore assume that Bk U A"_fc_, = R" , which means that R"\5 ç A" fcl. So with Lemma 2.2 we may conclude that Rn\S e aJt^^ . D Let X and Y be spaces and let /: X -> Y be continuous. If A ç Y is closed then (X, f)A is the space with underlying set (X\f~x(A)) U A and topology generated by the collection
U is open in Y}.
Define fA : X -» (X, f)A by Observe that (Y x Z, re)^ , where 7r: F x Z -> F is the projection, is the cartesian product of Y and Z reduced over the closed set A ç Y. This space will be denoted by (Y x Z)A, see [2, p. 25] . Finally observe that if X and Y are metrizable then for every closed set A ç Y also (X, f)A is metrizable, being homeomorphic to a subspace of (Y x X)A .
Preliminaries: Part 2
As usual, R°° denotes the countable infinite product of copies of R. For each k e N U {0} let ^k°° denote the collection of all at most A;-dimensional compact subsets of R°° . In addition, o^k°° is the collection of all countable unions of elements of Jff° . Dijkstra has shown in [7] that there exists an ^°°-absorber.
We shall denote it by 5£° . Again, we have the following absorption property, see [15, 16] .
3.2. Lemma. If S e ov#¿°°, %f a collection of open subsets of R°° and A is an J^k°°-absorber then there exists an h e ß^(R°°), %-close to 1, such that (1) h(Ar\\J%) = (SuA)n\}W.
If in addition S is itself an Jff0-absorber then we can replace (I) by (2) h(An[J^=Sn\J%?. a Again, observe that this lemma states that absorbers are "unique," i.e. if A and B are Jfk°°-absorbers then there exists an h e ßt(R°°), which can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1, such that h(A) = B .
We shall use the spaces 7?£° as tools in the process of proving that Bk and Bk are homeomorphic provided that n, m > 2k + 1.
The technique used in the proof of the following lemma is well known. Since the lemma is an essential step in our argumentation, we shall give its proof in full detail.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 3.3. Lemma. Let A bean Jfkx-absorber and let G be a subset of R°° containing A. If he %?(G) then h(A) is an Jfk°°-absorber.
Proof. Standard homeomorphism extension results, see [2] , imply that a subset B of R°° is an ^°°-absorber if B can be written as B -\JfLx Pi • where Bi e Jiff and B¡ c Bi+l for every /, while moreover the following property holds:
VZ e Jfk°° V« e N Ve > 0 : 3m > n 3 imbedding /:ß"uZ-»ßm such that f\B" = 1 and d(f, 1) < e.
For details, see e.g. [6] . The tower (7?,), is called a A>skeletoid. The J'f0-absorber constructed in [7] is in fact a A:-skeletoid.
Claim. Let (5,)/ be a A>skeletoid, let G ç R°° such that (JSi Bt Ç G and let h e %f(G). Then (h(Bt))i is a A>skeletoid. Observe that y is a well-defined imbedding, that y\h(Bn) = 1 and that y(Z) ç h(Bm). We shall prove that d(y, 1) < e . To this end, take an arbitrary x e Z and observe that d(h~x oa(x), ßoh~x oa(x)) < ô . Since h~xoa(x) e h~x°a (Z) this implies that
Consequently, since d(a, 1) < je,
This completes the proof of the claim. Now let A and G be as in the lemma. Since by [7] A-skeletoids exist, by the claim and Lemma 3.2, A is a A-skeletoid. Again by the claim, h(A) is a A-skeletoid, hence an Jiff2-absorber. D Remark. The above lemma is false if we replace R°° by Q, where Q denotes the Hubert cube. To see this, for every i e N let E¡ ç Q be a Z-set Cantor set such that U/=i£. is dense in Q. In [5] it was shown that E = U^,F, is an absorber for the collection of all zero-dimensional Z-sets in Q. Let K ç Q be a wild Cantor set [17] . Then EöK is zero-dimensional and therefore is contained in a zero-dimensional (/¿-subset P ç Q. Observe that P is homeomorphic to the space of irrational numbers and that both E and EliK are homeomorphic to the product of the rational numbers and the Cantor Set. By [8] there is a homeomorphism f:P^P mapping E onto E U K . But E U K is not an absorber for the collection of all zero-dimensional Z-sets in Q since K is not a Z-set. . Then gi is a homeomorphism which can be extended to a homeomorphism gx e ßf(Rm x R°°) [2] . Observe that n restricted to #i(Zi) is an imbedding into Nk . The function f2 = n\gx (Z2) : g, (Z2) -> Rm is approximable by an imbedding f2: ~gx(Z2) -> Nk such that f2\g~x(Zx) = n\gx(Zx). Arguing as above yields a homeomorphism ~g2 eßf(Rm x R°°) having the following properties:
(1) g2 is as close to the identity as we please, 
Positive results
In this section we shall present our main result, the proof of which is inspired by Toruriczyk [13, 14] , Mogilski [12] and Bestvina and Mogilski [3] . Let /: Y -> X be a continuous surjection. Then / is called a near-homeomorphism provided that for every open cover ^ of X there is a homeomorphism h : Y -> X which is ^-close to /. We shall need the following version of Bing's Shrinking Criterion due to Toruriczyk [14] . Remark. Observe that the map / in the above theorem has the property that f\K: K -> B is a homeomorphism. In addition, all "shrinking" homeomorphisms restricted to K are the identity. This implies that the homeomorphisms that are going to approximate / all have the property that they agree with / on K. Let C = (R°° x [0, 1])/1} be the cone over R°° . It is well known that C is homeomorphic to R°° . In addition, let k e N U {0} and let m e N such that 2k+l <m. Finally, let A c Rw be an ^"-absorber.
By Lemma 3.4 (a) there exists an ^.°°-absorber Xx in Rm x R°° such that Xx Ç X x R°° and Xx n ({x} x R°°) # 0 for every xeX.
We shall now derive a technical lemma that will be important later. Let A e J?™_k_x and let U be an open neighbourhood of A in Rm. Pick an arbitrary (admissible) metric dm on U and an arbitrary metric doo on R°° .
On U x R°° we use the metric d((x,y), (s, t)) = max{dm(x, s), d^y, t)}.
4.2.
Lemma. There is a closed imbedding f: Xx -> Xx with the following properties: is also an J?k°°-absorber; simply observe that n(Xx x {0}) is homeomorhic to Xx and n(Xx x {1}) is homeomorphic to X and apply Lemma 3.2. Let n: Rm x C -> Rw be the projection and observe that n(Y) = X.
We shall prove h:YA^YB such that fBoh is %'-close to fA and h\K = fA\K.
From the proof of Lemma 4.4 it will follow that we can choose the homeomorphism h to be "supported" on an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of B. Therefore, by putting A = 0 and K = B* we find 4.5. Corollary. If B ç X is compact then /?: Y -» Yß is a near-homeomorphism.
Remark. At first glance this is surprising because it seems that the maps involved are rather arbitrary. However, because of the special nature of the absorbers, certain homotopy conditions are automatically satisfied. We illustrate this by verifying the following:
Fact. Let p : Rm -> R" be the projection, where m > n. Then if Y CRm is an Jtk -absorber, then p\Y is a UVk-map (i.e. given x e R", j < k and a neighbourhood U of x, there is a neighbourhood V ç U of x such that each g: dV -> p~x(V) n Y extends to a map g: V -> p~x(U) n Y).
Proof. Let x e R" , j < k and x e U ç Rn , where U is open. We can choose a neighbourhood V of x in R" , such that V ç U while moreover each map g: dV -> p~x(V) n Y extends to a map g: V -> p~x(U). By the absorption property of Y we can adjust g such that g(Ij) ç p_1(t/) n F. D Proof of Lemma 4.4. Obviously, our aim is to apply Theorem 4.1 to fg : YA^> YB . In the proof we shall work in the spaces Y and X rather than in YA and Yb . Because fB : YB -► X is closed over B it suffices to consider an arbitrary open cover % of X\A together with an open neighbourhood U of B in X. Furthermore, instead of finding a homeomorphism of YA we shall construct a homeomorphism g of Y with the property that there is a homeomorphism g of YA such that g o fA -fAo g. This can be realized by letting g be supported on a set f~x(Q) where Q is a closed set in Rm that is disjoint from A .
The homeomorphism g will be a composite of six homeomorphisms, namely:
(1) g = a-1 oyoh2ohx oßoa\Y.
The map a moves the bulk of the set K\A to the top of the cone C, whereas ß is an adjustment homeomorphism that pushes a According to Lemma 4.2 there is a closed imbedding v: Xx* -> Xx* and a closed neighbourhood P of B2 in \JW with the range of v disjoint from P x C. Note that both domain and range of v are Z-sets in Y. We may assume that v is so close to the identity that the extension homeomorphism h\\ Y -► Y for the map v~x (which exists by Theorem 3.5) has the properties that fohx is ^"-close to / and that hx fixes B*. We may also assume that hx can be extended by the identity on (Rm\(JW) xC toa homeomorphism hx of FLJ((Rm\U^)xC).
Construction of h2. We have hx(f~x(P)) is disjoint from Xx*, so we can insert between these closed subsets of Y the "graph" is already equal to q(F)\7:-1(U^))
._ Define g = a~x oyoh2ohx°ß°a\Y. Note that g is a homeomorhism from F to F and that it is supported on f~x({]W).
Observe that Q = \JW is disjoint from A an hence g°fA = fA° g defines a homeomorphism g of YA .
Since \]W ç U we have that g fixes the complement of the set (fA)~x(U).
Recalling that ß ,hx,h2 and y all fix B\, that a(Kx) = B\ and that B n U W ç Bx we find that g fixes K.
Furthermore, if y e f~x(\JW) then (10) /o^(y)eSt3(/(y),^) because n o ß, noh2 and noy are 3F-close to n and noa -n, noh2Çn. In view of formula (4) we may conclude that fog and hence fAog arê -close to / respectively fA . Now we verify condition (3) Case II. Let b e B{\B2 and select a W eWx that contains b . Using formula (10) and the fact that W refines Wx we find (11) g{f-\W))Cf-x(St\W,Wx)).
Formula (5) together with n~x(T¡) refines n~Ax(^V) allow us to conclude that g((fA)-x(W))cV for some V eT.
Case III. Let b e B2 and select a W e W that contains b. Note that a(f~\W)) = n-x(W)f\a(Y) and (using St2(B2,W) ç P)
This leads to
Using the fact that h2 pushes everything above the level S inside the interval (1 -e/2, 1] we find (14) A2oÂio^oQ(/-1(IF))Çf/(St2(IF,^")xR0Ox(l-e/2, 1]).
As a consequence of formulae (9) and (4) This is the base step of an induction process in which we shall construct a sequence of compacta Ao C Ax C A2 C ■ ■ ■ ç X, a sequence of homeomorphisms ST-YAi_t -» YAi and a sequence of normal covers ^ of A\^,rel^; such that First, let us assume that the induction is performed and show that h = Hindoo h¡ is a homeomorphism that approximates /. If y e Y then y e Yj for some i so h¡(y) e A¡. Since (j% ■ -X\A¡ we have that h¡(y) -h¡+x(y) = hi+2(y) = ■■■ . So h exists and is a surjection by formula (4). Since mesh(i^) < 2~'~x we have h is continuous and d(h, /) < 1 . For the final step let U be a neighbourhood of y e Y and let / be such that y eY¡. Since h¡(y) e Ai and by the definition of hi we have that y is the only point to be mapped onto h¡(y) by h¡. Note that fAi and hence h¡ are closed over Ai. This means that there is a neighbourhood V of h¡(y) in X such that h~x(V) C U. Since % is normal relyi, there is a neighbourhood W of h¡(y) in X such that St2(W, %) C V. Let z be an element of h'x(W), which is a neighbourhood of y because h¡(y) = h(y). Let z € F; for some j > i. Then we have hj(z) = h(z) e W. This implies that h¡(z) is an element of (5) St
Since %fk+x is a star refinement of %k we find that the set in (5) Observe that nAi\K: K -» Ai+X is a homeomorphism. Let the imbedding X : Kx -> K be given by /(a) = a if a e A¡, ' x(x,y) = (ct>(x,y),y) if (x, y) e Kx\Ai.
The continuity of x at points of A¡ follows from the fact that 0 is ^¡-close to fA'\Kx and that % is normal rel^. One may verify that (8) and (9) We conclude this section with two conjectures. The stable pseudo-interiors sk, n > 2k, behave like A-dimensional versions of Hubert space I2. It is expected that this analogy extends to Toruñczyk's [ 14] characterization of I2 : 4.9. Conjecture. The space sk for n > 2k is characterized topologically by the following properties:
( 1 ) A:-dimensionality, (2) topological completeness, (3) LCk~x and Ck-X , (4) the discrete A:-cells property.
A space X has the discrete k-cells property if every sequence (/: Ik -»A")??. can be approximated by a sequence (g¡: Ik -► A)g, such that the images of the gi 's form a discrete collection in X.
The stable pseudo-boundaries Bk for n > 2k are A-dimensional versions of the pseudo-boundary B of the Hubert cube, which space was characterized by Mogilski [12] . This leads to 4 .10. Conjecture. The space Bk for n > 2k is characterized topologically by the following properties:
( 1 ) A -dimensionality, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2) (7-compactness, (3) LCk~x and Ck~x, (4) the discrete A>cells property, (5) strong universality for < A>dimensional compacta. If Jf is a collection of spaces then a space X is called strongly Jf -universal if every map / from an element C of Jf into X such that f\D: D -► X is a Z-imbedding for some closed subset D of C, can be approximated by a Z-imbedding g : C -> X that restricts to / on D.
Negative results
We shall now prove that the spaces Bk and Bk and the spaces sk and sk are not homeomorphic if n < 2k.
We say that a space has property D(i, j) if for every pair of maps /: 7' -> X and g: V ^> X there exists maps f : V -► X and g' : V ^> X arbitrarily close to / and g, respectively, with f'(I') n g'(Ij) = 0 .
The following lemma is probably well known. We include a proof for completeness sake. close. The polyhedra f2(Ik) and g2(Im) are disjoint and at most A>dimen-sional. So f2(Ik) U g2(Im) is an element of Jfk and can be pushed into the absorber B£ by a homeomorphism a with distance less than | towards the identity. Consequently, aof2 and aog2 are e-close to / and g and have disjoint images. For sk the argument is similar with one exception: f2(Ik) and g2(Im) are elements of Jfk and can be pushed off the J("_k_x -absorber Bnnkx and thus into sk (Lemma 2.5).
Consider now the case n <2k. Let /: Ik -» R" and g: I"~k -► R" be two maps that do not have e-approximations by functions with disjoint images (Lemma 5.1). We may assume that / and g are piecewise linear. As above mm we can find maps / and gx from I" and /"~* into B£ (or sfc) that have distance less than | towards / and g. Then every pair /' and g' with distance less than § towards / and gx has intersecting images, o
